Adventure Awaits!
“From one address, to another… We’ve Got You Covered”

homes@johnsongrouppartners.com
Instagram/Facebook: JohnsonGroupPartners
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OUR FIRM
The Johnson Group is committed to being a leader among our peer firms. We build and
support close-knit teams. Our goal is to foster teamwork while preserving the freedom each
of us needs to satisfy buyers and sellers and find personal satisfaction. Uncompromising
honesty and integrity are the core values of our business. We will always exercise practices
that meet the highest ethical and business standards. We will do what’s right by the law, our
agents, and our clients.
Our greatest assets are our team members: the sales agents, brokers, managers, and
supporting staﬀ with whom we strive to sustain mutually satisfying, productive and lasting
relationships. We place a high priority on their growth, development and job satisfaction,
and provide opportunity for reward commensurate with contribution.
We are personally involved in civic and community aﬀairs that improve the quality of life in
our neighborhoods, and will contribute both financial and human resources to achieve these
ends.

C HOOSIN G A REALTOR

WHY HIRE A REALTOR FROM OUR TEAM
Selling your home is closing one chapter while starting another.
One of the first things you should do when considering purchasing is to hire a realtor. A
real estate professional will help to make the entire transaction as stress free as possible.
Find a real estate agent who’s a market expert (you’re in luck because Kristena and her team
are all home marketing specialist).
Chances are, you’re not aware of the legal documents required to sell a home in the
Carolinas. That’s why it’s even more crucial to partner with a real estate team who you can
trust and is an expert in that area. They’ll also be able to help identify features of your home
and neighborhood, that will attract buyers.
This guide provides an overview of our home-selling process.

So how do you choose the right agent? Asking friends, family, and colleagues for referrals is
a start, but be sure to narrow it down by location. You’ll want to find an agent who has
recent experience in your area and will know how to market your house locally.
In working for you, a professional agent should:

- Outline their professional responsibilities to you, including complete disclosure, loyalty,
confidentiality, obedience and accountability

- Help you determine the best asking price
- Extensively market your home
- Oﬀer expert advice on ways to prepare and show your property
- Assist you, if necessary, in finding any home-related services you need Provide feedback
from all showings and open houses

- Update you on market changes that could aﬀect your property’s sale
- Be available to help pre-qualify potential buyers
- Promptly present and evaluate each oﬀer with you
- Negotiate the highest possible price and best terms in partnership with you Manage
contractual, title and transaction details

- Ensure that mandatory items are signed, sealed and delivered on closing day
- Assist you to arrange for a moving company and relocation agent, if needed
Once you’ve found an agent with the right mix of professional expertise, proven track record
and personal chemistry, team up!

THE SELLER C ONSULTATION
We start every process with a simple seller consultation and from there we gather the details
regarding your home and your financial desire. From consultation to marketing, the process
takes almost two weeks. After the home is marketed the oﬀers could be presented within
hours, if the home is priced well. Here is a brief timeline of our seller experience:

INITIAL C ONSULTATION

SCHEDULE A HOME MEETING

LISTING AGREEMENT

P R E PA R E YO U R H O M E

IMPLEMENT MARKETING PLAN

OPEN HOUSE

REVIEW OFFERS

UNDER CONTRACT

CLOSED!

DURING OUR SELLER CONSOL ATION:
During our seller consultation, we welcome the opportunity to tour your home. From there
we can document important information about the a square footage of your home, quantity
of bedrooms and bathrooms, community features, our marketing plan and review the
standard documents required by law.

C O M PA R A B L E M A R K E T A N A LY S I S

During our consultation, we will review the details surrounding the listing price
of your home. Setting the right price for your property is a delicate balancing act.
Aim too high and your home might sit on the market for months, and possibly
not sell at all. Price it too low and you miss the potential for a more lucrative
outcome.
A Comparative Market Analysis (CMA) is a document, drawn from a local
Multiple Listings Service (MLS) database, that presents pricing information,
property details and photos of homes similar to yours (termed “comps”) that
recently sold, failed to sell, or are currently on the market in your area.
This CMA will include the price or price range the agent suggests for your listing.
Generally, studying what has worked in your area – and what hasn’t – will help
you to strategically price, position, and present your property to sell for top dollar
in a reasonable time frame, with the least inconvenience for you.
ALLOW ROOM TO NEGOTIATE

Adding a bit of a cushion to your asking price is a wise move. Most buyers will
want to engage in some wheeling and dealing, so set your sale price to allow for
this. Your agent can help you determine the amount of wiggle room. Another way
to help seal the deal is oﬀering to cover closing costs, while sticking to a higher
asking price.

SELLING A HOME IN NORTH CAROLINA
The North Carolina (NC) Real Estate Commission is the licensing and regulatory agency
for North Carolina Realtors and Real Estate Agents. All Real Estate Agents are required by
law to provide you with a copy of the working with real estate agents brochure and explain
the type of agency relationship you wish to have with this agent at first substantial contact
and before discussing anything about your home.
However, this Brochure Working with Real Estate Agents does not explain that in North
Carolina all listings belong to the firm that you choose. In the event that you feel that your
agent isn’t working diligently to market your home, you can request a transfer of agents. In
North Carolina the buyer and sellers employ the agent, not the firm or agent employing you.
In North Carolina, all real estate agents are assumed to work for the seller, unless they have
a buyer agency agreement with the buyer. The initial agreement can be verbal but according
to North Carolina law, there must be a written agreement between the agent and client
before an oﬀer can be written on the buyer’s behalf.
Unfortunately, The Real Estate Commission doesn’t allow a verbal agreement when
marketing your home. Therefore, The Johnson Groups LLC only accepts a written agreement
that you want us to represent you before we can start working aggressively on your behalf.
We want you to make sure we are a good fit for you and your real estate needs before you
commit to working with us. Once you feel comfortable working with your agent, you’ll sign
an exclusive listing agent and, based on your schedule and needs, we will arrange all of your
home tours and more.
Hesitant?
It is understandable to be hesitant if you have never sold a home or if you are interviewing
the firms. It is important to talk to your agent about your concerns and experience. An
agreement protects you as much as it protects us. We are not here to trap you. Quite the
opposite. We want to make sure you don’t get trapped in a bad deal. We’re here to make
your entire home selling process as smooth and trouble-free as possible.
How much does it cost to use an Sellers Agent? How are buyer agents compensated?
Our firm requests a percentage of the list price and agree to provide a portion of the
compensation to the cooperating buyers agent.

STANDARD DOCUMENTS
In North Carolina there are some standard forms that are required, by law. These forms help
to ensure a smooth transaction. During your listing consultation, your agent will explain
each one.

LISTING AGREEMENT
Mineral Oil and Gas
Lead Based Paint Addendum
Property Disclosure
Offer to Purchase

MARKETING PLAN
As detailed before, strategically preparing and pricing your home are fundamentals to attract
serious, financially qualified buyers. Equally important is reaching the maximum number of
potential buyers with your home listing.
Today, the Internet, mobile apps, and direct contact with a real estate professional are the
main sources of home information for searching buyers. Other sources are yard signs, open
houses, newspaper and real estate magazine ads, homebuilders, and television.
The Internet has revolutionized real estate advertising. Accordingly, it’s a must that you
select a real estate professional with a robust online marketing strategy.
The main items Internet buyers look for on real estate websites are:

- Property photos
- Detailed property information
- Virtual tours
- Real estate agent contact information
- Neighborhood information
Market your community as well as your home
Real estate industry surveys have repeatedly found that neighborhood quality is the most
important reason why homebuyers choose where to live. In fact, experience shows that
buyers usually “buy” an area first, and are often willing to pay a premium for homes there.
Therefore, it’s crucial to highlight your community’s amenities – like proximity to quality
schools, restaurants and shopping, local parks and attractions, as well as other benefits that
impact lifestyle. Your agent has access to the kinds of detailed community and school
information that buyers want, and are skilled at presenting the relationship between your
community and home together.

Professional agents have a wide range of options for maximizing a property’s exposure,
including:

Notifying the area’s top real estate
professionals
Real Estate professional tours
For Sale sign
Networking within the local
community

Craigslist
Local Real Estate paper
Television
Notifying potential buyers and referral
sources in their database
Open houses

Realtor.com® Real Estate Search
mobile applications

Direct mail and email campaigns

Multiple Listing Service (MLS)

Home Highlight info to all agents in
their company’s local oﬃces

Company website(s)
Facebook Groups
Personal website(s)
Social media sites like Facebook® and
Twitter®

OUR MARKETING MIX

VIDEOGRAPHY
A C U S T O M V I D E O O F YO U R P RO P E R T Y

BROKER OPENS:
“OPEN HOUSE FOR REAL ESTATE
P R O F E S S I O N A L S O N LY ”

SOCIAL MEDIA
“FACEBOOK, INSTAGRAM, PINTREST AND
MORE”

OPEN HOUSE
“OUR TEAM HOSTS AS MANY
OPEN HOUSES NEEDED TO
ATTRACT THE RIGHT BUYER”

PRINT
“OUR TEAM WILL PRODUCE POST CARDS,
F LY E R S A N D D O O R H A N G E R S ”

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOS
“OUR TEAM HAS A PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER
T O H E L P S H OW B U Y E R S YO U R H O M E ”

ONLINE
“CUSTOM WEBLINK, SYNDIC ATION TO ZILLOW, REALTOR,
CRAIGSLIST, HOMES.COM, AND MORE

R E V I E W I N G YO U R O F F E R S
When a buyer makes an oﬀer on your home they’ll do so using a contract developed by your
local real estate association in conjunction with legal counsel. These contracts enable the
buyer to set a sale price, and also include any clauses for specifying various terms of
purchase, such as the closing and possession dates, the deposit amount, and a variety of
other conditions. The factors they will consider when presenting a oﬀer are:
• Days on market
• Condition of the property
• Recent Sales
This home-selling contract is one of the most important legally-binding documents in any
transaction regarding real estate. The North Carolina Association of Realtors develops oﬀer to
purchase and contract documents to be used in sales throughout the area. Members of this
association have a joint forms committee, that also includes members of the North Carolina Bar
Association, which is responsible for developing forms and legal documents.
Our real estate agents will work with you when you're ready to sell or buy a home. If they’re
prepared to move forward with your property, their agent will fill out an oﬀer to purchase and
contract with the specific oﬀer the buyer has agreed to on the form.
Some other important details included on an oﬀer to purchase and contract include:
• The due diligence fee
• The due diligence period
• Earnest money
• Date for settlement
• Specific items to be left in the home or removed from it (appliances, etc.)
• Terms and conditions of the loan
• Closing cost requests
• Details of the home warranty
Certain addendums may also be added to the 12-page form of the initial oﬀer from the home
buyer. Homeowners association (HOA) requirements, conditions, or fees might be listed. If the
home buyer has any property assessments performed, those findings could be detailed in the
document as well.
Because these forms are so long, detailed, and important, it's a good idea to make sure that we
answer any questions you might have.

FROM OFFER TO CONTRACT
The oﬀer to purchase and contract does not start out as a contract, but simply an oﬀer. As
the home seller, you have options when you receive an oﬀer to purchase and contract from a
home buyer. Here are the options:
•
•
•

Accept the oﬀer as it stands (meaning that you agree to everything detailed in the
document)
Reject the oﬀer as it stands (complete rejection of the contract)
Prepare a counter-oﬀer (accept some aspects of the original oﬀer but with some
changes)

If you choose to create a counter-oﬀer, this will be presented to the buyer and discussed
with the agent. This could turn into a negotiation period with multiple oﬀers and counteroﬀers, but that can be a good thing if each party is willing to compromise a bit. It's
important to be sure that your realtor is working to get you the best deal.

Successive counter oﬀers, with deadlines for responding and for meeting various
contingencies and special conditions (e.g. a home inspection, the buyer securing financing)
will be exchanged between you and the buyer until either a mutually satisfactory pending
agreement is reached or the negotiations collapse.
Once both parties come to an agreement, the buyer and seller will each sign the form. This
act of signing the document is what turns the oﬀer to purchase into a purchase contract.
Along with the signatures of both parties, due diligence fees and earnest money will also be
exchanged.

BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR SUCCESSFUL NEGOTIATION
Disclose everything. Smart sellers proactively go above and beyond legal necessity to
disclose all known defects to their buyers. Most states have property disclosure forms. Use
them. Ask questions. Oﬀers may contain complicated terminology, sometimes three or more
addenda. Your professional agent can help to clarify.
Respond quickly. When buyers make an oﬀer, they are in the mood to buy. But moods
change, and buyers are known to get buyers’ remorse. Don’t delay if you want the sale.
Stay calm and be patient. At all times keep communication civil and agreeable.

UNDER CONTRACT
Now that you have successfully accepted an oﬀer or that you have completed negotiating,
the contract is signed and you are oﬃcially under contract. The first set of deadlines is
referred to as the due diligence period. After the contract is signed the buyer has to present
both the due diligence money and he earnest money deposits.

DUE DILIGENCE AND EARNEST MONEY DEPOSITS
Earnest money is a sort of down payment from the buyer to the seller on the process of the
oﬀer. This money acts as a good faith payment to show the buyer's thankfulness for the
seller considering their oﬀer, missing opportunities for other buyers, and going through the
process with them. Ideally, the oﬀer is eventually accepted and the contract is signed, in
which case the earnest money is returned to the buyer.
Due diligence periods and fees allow the buyer the time to do their due diligence when it
comes to inspecting the property and such, but they pay a fee to the seller and agree on a
time period. As long as the sale closes within the due diligence period, the fee is credited
back to the buyer, but if not, their fee and earnest money can be held by the seller.

DUE DILIGENCE PERIOD
For most people, purchasing a home is the largest investment they will ever make. It is no
wonder than that many homebuyers employ professionals to inspect the structural and
mechanical systems of the home and report on their condition. It is encouraged to have you
employ home inspectors to alert them to problems with your home which could arise later
in the transaction.

INSPECTIONS AND APPRAISALS
A home inspection is an evaluation of the visible and accessible systems and components of
a home (plumbing system, roof, etc.) and is intended to give the client (usually a
homebuyer) an understanding of their condition. It is also important to know what a home
inspection is not! It is not an appraisal of the property’s value; nor should you expect it to
address the cost of repairs. It does not guarantee that the home complies with building
codes (which are subject to periodic change) or protect you in the event an item inspected
fails in the future. [Note: warranties can be purchased to cover many items.] No home
inspection should be considered a “technically exhaustive” evaluation; rather, it is an
evaluation of the property on the day it is inspected, taking into consideration normal wear
and tear.
The buyer will arrange for the home inspection or ask their real estate agent to assist them.
Unless you otherwise agree, they will be responsible for payment of the home inspection
and any subsequent inspections.
Appraisals are required to secure the buyers loan. Most lenders will ask for you to pay for
your appraisal as soon as you have a signed oﬀer to purchase. The appraisal cost should be
discussed with your lender but can range from $300-500. Appraisals protect the buyer from
paying too much for the home of their choice. It is always our hope that the appraisal comes
in higher than your oﬀer…. instant equity!

CLOSING
A Typical Step-by-Step Path to Closing:

- Buyer makes oﬀer.
- Real estate agents facilitate any negotiations.
- Seller accepts the oﬀer or issues a counter to the buyer, which may then be accepted.
- Buyer's earnest money, also known as the good-faith deposit, is placed in the listing
broker's escrow account.

- Lender orders appraisal.
- Inspections are ordered after an acceptable appraisal is received.
- Any repair requests are negotiated with the seller, but sellers do not need to comply.
- Termite inspection is ordered – it must be completed within 30 days of closing.
- Surveys are ordered after a successful appraisal and inspections – buyers don't want to
invest too much into the property until they are sure it's a go and will close.

- Buyer applies for hazard insurance and the information goes to the lender and closing
attorney.

- As closing date nears, buyers arrange for the utilities to be switched over to their names.
- Closing takes place at the oﬃce of the buyer's attorney. The seller's attorney has
forwarded signed deeds to the buyer's attorney.

- Buyer gives attorney certified funds to pay for closing and signs loan papers and other
required documents.

- Buyer's attorney records new deed at the courthouse and disperses funds that are due to
all parties.
Our team uses an attorney vs a paralegal to help you close on your home.

If you and your buyer have both eﬃciently taken care of your respective contractual
obligations associated with finalizing the sale, the process of completing the transaction will
go smoothly with no surprises.
A pending sales agreement generally includes contingencies and special conditions that
must be fulfilled by the buyer and seller by the closing date, which usually falls 30 to 60
days after both have signed the agreement.

COMMON CONTINGENCIES AND CONDITIONS:

- The buyer’s securing of financing
- A Title Search – a historical review of all legal documents relating to ownership of the
property to ensure that there are no claims against the title of the property

- The purchasing of Title Insurance in case the records contain errors or there are mistakes
in the review process

- A professional appraisal of the home, requested by the lender to ensure that the home’s
actual value justifies the loan amount

- Any additional contractual promises you have made in connection with buyer incentives,
home improvements, etc.

- An independent inspection of the home’s structural and functional condition (foundation,
roof, electrical, heating, plumbing, etc.)

- An independent termite inspection
- A final walk-through by the buyer to verify that the home in the same condition as when
the sale agreement was signed
Carefully review the sales agreement with your agent to have a clear understanding of your
obligations.
Any shortfalls or mistakes at this point can be costly. Working with our team, will prevent
this.

COMPLETING THE TRANSACTION
While diﬀerent areas handle the final settlement in slightly diﬀerent ways, generally the
closing agent – a third-party professional, often a lawyer, who conducts the proceedings –
reviews the sales agreement and does the following:

- Determines the total amount due from the buyer and collects the check
- Determines all the adjustments (e.g. seller prepayment of taxes, utilities, etc.) and
ensures that they’re factored into the transaction

- Assures that the transaction costs (closing, legal fees, etc.) are paid determines the
seller’s payments, credits and adjusted net proceeds

- Witnesses the seller’s signing of the property title and all other documentation associated
with the transaction

- Collects the keys and any other necessary items from the seller
- Provides the seller with the net proceeds as well as copies of the documentation
pertaining to the sale

- Ensures that buyer’s title is properly recorded in the local records oﬃce along with any
mortgage liens
In most cases, the buyer’s possession date will fall within a couple days of the closing date,
at which point your former home will have a new occupant and your home selling journey
will be complete.

Congrats, You Sold!
This information is deemed reliable but is not guaranteed and is not intended to constitute
professional advice via a meeting. For such advice, please consult with one of our agents.

Thank you for downloading our ultimate sellers guide. Please know that we have
the resources to help make the selling process as smooth and stress free as possible.
Our agents go the extra mile, even if they are the only ones on the road. Treating
our clients like family is how we are able to provide the best service possible. We
welcome the opportunity to be interviewed by you or your team regarding our
services.
We welcome feed back regarding our guide. Was there something that we didn’t
cover? IF it was perfect, please give us a review on our Facebook Page!

Best Wishes!
Kristena Kay

